RUSSIA:

Marshall Ivan Koniev's forces are reported to have driven through forest country beyond the river Elbe and to have reached the banks of another river still under 70 miles from Dresden, the capital of Saxony. The Germans say that Koniev's men are starting to bridge this river. Koniev's tanks advancing down the main Breslau-Berlin rail line are reported by the Germans to be fighting in the town of Sorau, less than 90 miles southeast of the German capital. There are reports that the cities of Breslau and Glogau are both encircled by Koniev's men and that there is fierce fighting raging around them. Koniev's troops have captured 345 German planes on airports that they have overrun.

Moscow has announced that the Russians took Budapest by storm yesterday. The Reds found a message from Hitler in the city stating that he would direct operations in the Hungarian capital. The Russians killed 49,000 Germans and took 110,000 prisoners in Budapest during the six week battle. The German commander and his staff were captured in a sewer yesterday. Booty included 269 tanks.

Belgium:

More than 3600 American and British bombers have pounded Germany in the last 24 hours. Last night more than 1400 RAF bombers were over the Reich. The R.A.F. and industrial center of Dresden, in the path of Marshall Koniev's advance, was struck ripped by some 800 British bombers. The R.A.F. also fasted an oil plant near Leipzig, and targets in Dortmund and Hann. Today more than 2250 American bombers including 1350 heavies flew to Germany to hit a variety of targets. Dresden came in for another pounding and Magdeburg, Kassel and a bridge over the Rhine were also attacked.

The Canadian First Army has cleared the Reichswald forest and Allied troops are pushing down the main highway to Goch, in the next belt in the Siegfried defense system. Spearheads are reported to be within 3 miles of Goch.

The American Third Army troops operating beyond their echelon bridgehead are now in the thick of the Siegfried defenses and have taken the town of Pierschiller. Allied tactical planes flew some 1200 sorties yesterday and destroyed or damaged 91 locomotives.

Italy:

Allied planes from Italy flew more than 2400 sorties yesterday including attacks around the Vienna area and in Yugoslavia. The German radio today reported Allied bombers attacking Austria. The Germans have attacked across the Senio River but have been beaten back by Eighth Army troops.

Pacific:

Last African troops have reached the Irrawaddy River opposite the oil town of Chauk in Central Burma. Chinese troops are within 55 miles of Lashio.

American troops on Luzon have taken the Cavite naval base and Nichols airfield. The Japs left in Manila are fighting in the ancient fortress city and in the dock area. Jap casualties in 5 weeks of fighting on Luzon have been 68,000. Jap losses are just under 10,000. American heavy bombers have vainly attacked Corregidor.